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Viable Wagonload Production Schemes

EU Project Gives New Impulses For
Competitive Single Wagonload Transport

I

n the past years, high production
costs and low quality standards led
to decreasing transport volumes in
single wagonload transport (SWL).
Launched in September 2012, the
EU project ViWaS seeks to revert this
tendency: Under the leadership of
HaCon, ten European companies and
research institutions from the areas of rail transportation and logistics
have joined forces to develop solutions for competitive single wagonload transport that are simultaneously innovative and practical.
PROJECT IDEA
On the basis of real business cases, ViWaS will improve specific SWL
technologies. The project focuses
on the efficiency of SWL to make it
more sustainable. New concepts and
targeted developments aim at making improvements in multiple areas,
for instance
• intelligent bundling concepts
like a combination of wagonload and intermodal traffic
• increased efficiency for servicing the “last mile”
• adapted technologies to improve flexibility and equipment utilisation
• shorter transport times
• better transport quality
• end-to-end information supply
INTELLIGENT TELEMATICS
To coordinate transport chains efficiently, accurate real-time information is necessary. A gapless monitor-

ing is a key component for transport
organisation of cargo, like hazardous waste. Nowadays, telematics systems for goods wagons are
expensive. The ViWaS consortium
develops new devices with reasonable operating costs (see below).
SWL IN ITALY
Italian SWL has been shortened drastically within the last years. As a result, road transport increased heavily. A business case involving leading
freight traffic centres in Bologna
and the Naples region shall revitalise SWL in Italy. In spring 2013, a
workshop in Bologna with all project
partners plus representatives from
economy and logistics discussed
first strategies and concepts. Xrail,
the production alliance of seven European freight railway companies,
presented an operating concept for
Northern Italy that identifies potential single wagon freight flows.
PROJECT ROADMAP
Workshops are a major component
within the project. ViWaS benefits
from a vital exchange with external partners: Companies, organisations and experts provide input
and feedback which can be taken
into consideration for the project.
With further business cases, ViWaS
will enter the demonstration phase
in March 2014. The project results
will then be tested under real conditions to draw conclusions and develop strategies for further actions.

Project Key Facts
•
•
•
•
•

•

Budget: 4.2 million €
EU contribution: 2.9 million €
Duration: 9/2012 – 8/2015
Coordination: HaCon
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH
Consortium: Ten European companies and research institutions from the areas of rail transportation and logistics
Project goals:
-- capturing new markets for SWL
-- optimising "last mile" operations
-- improving flexibility and efficiency of equipment usage
-- increasing transport quality
and reliability
www.viwas.eu
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Intelligent Wagon Telematics Raise Efficiency in
Rail Freight Transport
ViWaS partner Eureka develops a new generation of railway telematics

E

fficient transport operations are
highly dependent on the linked
flow of information. This is especially
true for single wagonload or wagon group transport. Empty wagons
need to be directed to sidings or other loading points at the right time.
Delays have to be detected at an early stage to arrange appropriate transport alternatives and to inform customers on time.
In addition, a sound fleet and transport management requires reliable
wagon running and transport operating data. Telematics systems for
the monitoring of rail freight wagons are capable to close today’s information gaps, provided that the
technology is broadly deployed, further improved and that the telematics data is properly integrated in
the transport partner’s information
flows. Eureka Navigation Solutions
AG, a specialist in railway telematics, has taken up these challenges by developing a new generation of its aJour telematics system.
As being used in road transport,
the basic telematics unit for railway transport is composed of a GPS
module for localising the wagon and
a GSM module for the transmission
of telematics data to a central server. Other than trucks, freight wagons
are generally not connected to electric energy supply.

aJour Telematics modular housing

Installation of aJour Telematics Rail with Pair-Holder
Hence, the telematics devices have
to use an alternative energy source.
According to Eureka’s experience,
the use of primary batteries combined with low power electronics
turns out to be the best and most
reliable solution for railway telematics. The battery is capable of running
six years and more. This enables the
exchange of batteries in accordance
with the maintenance intervals for
the wagons every six to eight years.
DESIGN GOALS
Still, many transport operators consider current telematics solutions
as too expensive; especially the installation is usually considered
to be time-consuming and costly. ViWaS aims at massively reducing costs of wagon telematics and
at improving data capture. Specifically, the following design goals
are set within the ViWaS project:

•

•
•

•

•

Developing a small, lightweight wagon telematics system which reduces hardware
and communication costs;
Implementing Galileo
positioning data;
Enabling a quick on-site installation and servicing procedure that eliminates the need
for expensive workshop visits;
Improving wireless communication with sensors and
mileage counting devices (e.g. aJour RodoTAG ®);
Evaluating options for a simple
low-cost load detection sensor
with radio interface, integrated
in the new telematics system.

FIRST DEVELOPMENT STEPS
In the previous NavMaster telematics, the battery and all other telematics components were integrated in
a single housing. For the new aJour

telematics generation, a modular housing design has been developed. As separate housings are
provided for battery and telematics, both can be exchanged separately from each other. Furthermore,
the new housings facilitate installing the systems on any freight wagon frame. To enable on-site installations, alternative methods of fixing
the devices have been evaluated.
Instead of welding, adhesive tape
has been tested. The tests, conducted in the first half of 2013, have
shown that steadiness properties can
be close to welding. Using these materials does not require any modifications to the freight wagon frame and
allows installation and maintenance
independently from workshops. As
a result, the new method will significantly reduce installation costs.
Already in mid 2013, Eureka
will start to test this new attachment method in daily business.
Moreover, Eureka continues development work to achieve further improvements in both hardware and
firmware components. The goal is
to offer the railway transport sector an affordable GPS (Galileo)-GSM

telematics device, to catch up with
transport quality of road transport.
BUSINESS CASE
The remediation of abandoned
waste landfills and contaminated industrial or military sites are obligatory activities that tend to increase in
the future. Depending on the type of
material and the extent of contamination, excavated material from one
remediation site has to be shipped
to different off-site destinations for
disposal or incineration. According
to experience, typically up to six offsite destinations in several European countries at distances from some
hundred to more than 1,000 km
have to be served. Due to environmental and safety reasons, rail transport is often a mandatory component in such remediation projects.
However, remediation sites and disposal facilities are often located in
rural areas with only few loading
stations and short loading tracks.
As such technical framework conditions together with low transport
volumes per destination do not allow the operation of block trains,
single wagonload or wagon group
transport is the preferred solution.

Vibration and shock testing at IABG lab in Munich

In remediation projects
with hazardous goods
also a complete transport
monitoring of
containers or
wagons is often mandatory. In addition,
limited buffer storage capacities at the
disposal sites

aJour® telematics system
The energy-autonomous aJour Telematics system has been developed
particularly for the use in railway environment, and therefore meets all
common railway standards. The reliable battery technology and the robust
housing allow maintenance-free operation for more than six years. aJour
Telematics is based on NavMaster telematics technology. More than 17,000
NavMaster GPS-GSM telematics are
being used for many years to determine wagon location throughout Europe.
Various customizable settings for specific event and alarm conditions allow
cost reduction of GSM communication,
by transferring only data with value to
the customer. The aJour Telematics System is also used for the monitoring of
international train runs. For this purpose, an XML interface secures connection to HaCon‘s IT system Train Monitor.

require just-in-time delivery and
timely information about delays.
Therefore it is of crucial importance to make use of intelligent
and energy-autonomous telematics together with capable IT systems
and to make transport of hazardous waste material by rail possible.
The ViWaS business case incorporates different single wagonload-based transport chains of hazardous waste. It is used to further
test and improve the ViWaS developments on a cost-efficient and improved railway telematics system.
The full-scale demonstration period will start in March 2014. With
the experience of this real-life business scenario, the system will be
adopted and made available for all
kinds of cargo, transported in single wagonload transport or other rail freight production systems.

Transport Logistic 2013
HaCon presents EU projects and software solutions

ViWaS Partners at
TRANSPORT LOGISTIC

I

n hall B6 at stand 126, HaCon’s
Consulting team will present its latest EU-funded projects ViWaS,
SPIDER PLUS and TIGER DEMO.

ture, urban and regional planning as
well as IT systems are being taken
into consideration for the project.
www.spiderplus-project.eu

Open-air/FGL:
• Wascosa AG (Track 3/3; 704/5)
• SBB Cargo AG (804.1)

TIGER DEMO
In fall 2012, the first TIGER project was successfully completed.
Its goal was to strengthen hinterland transport and relieve ports at
the same time. Under the leadership of HaCon, the TIGER results
are now being put into practice
within the scope of the successor project TIGER DEMO. Until the
end of 2013, the Genoa Fast Corridor (GFC), the iPorts in Hamburg,
Bremerhaven and Wilhelmshaven
and the Mega Hub in Lehrte and
Munich provide the project sites.
www.tigerdemo-project.eu

HAFAS AND TPS
Stop by stand 129 to see the software innovations of HaCon:

Hall B3:
• Interporto Bologna /
IB Innovation (205)

The timetable information system HAFAS provides real-time data
to various output channels. Longtime customers such as Deutsche
Bahn (Germany) and SNCF (France)
benefit from ever new, innovative developments for mobile applications, internet journey planners and printed timetables.

Hall B4:
• TU Berlin (418)

SPIDER PLUS
Coordinated by HaCon, the EU project SPIDER PLUS faces the increasing
demands of passenger and freight
transport. Together with twelve European partners, HaCon develops
visions for rail cargo and passenger
traffic: By 2050, railways rather than
roads should be the dominant way of
transportation. Factors like infrastruc-
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In addition, HaCon will introduce
you to the next generation of its
train planning system TPS that
combines infrastructure, timetable and train path management. Since recently, the Norwegian national railways (JBV) have
put their trust in TPS. In this scope
a new workflow support for train
path enquiries and construction
site management has been introduced. Also, TPS now takes route
and station hours into account.

Partners:

Hall B5:
• FRET SNCF (402)
Hall B6:
• HaCon (126, 129)
• Eureka Navigation Solutions (128)
• Bentheimer Eisenbahn AG (401)

Upcoming Events:
Intermodal Europe 2013
8-10 October 2013 | Hamburg
Workshop "Telematics in SWL"
October 2013 | Munich
10th World Congress on Rail Research
25-28 November 2013 | Sydney
Transport Research Arena 2014
14-17 April 2014 | Paris

